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The  Commi t t e e

Thank you for joining the conversation today

at ELAF 2020: Regional Sustainability. We

hope you are eager to share your insights

and learn from your peers. Please help us

find viable solutions to pressing issues

pertinent to Latin America and the world. We

are excited to be surrounded by individuals

who dedicate their time and focus their

interests to find and implement solutions for

a region where problems abound. The

Committee extends a warm welcome to you.

 

Latin America incarnates, at its core, an

enigma. It is filled with natural riches, ready

to be shared and developed. But,

handicapped by underdevelopment, leading

to high levels of pollution, deforestation and

inequality; threatening these same treasures.

Its citizens, like the rest of the world, are not

monochromatic. The range goes from the

purest hearted to the most corrupt. These

contradictions are common in the region but

are not set in stone. Hence why spaces like

ELAF are so crucial. A conversation must

start, and ideas must be heard to be

developed.

The Edinburgh Latin American Forum is a

student-led event. For the past nine years,

students, academics and professionals with

a similar interest in Latin America have come

together to learn from each other. It is held

at The University of Edinburgh, a world-

renowned institution based in Scotland.

 

We are very grateful and applaud The

University of Edinburgh for fostering events

to enhance international exposure to its

community. With this Forum, we aim to share,

reproduce and develop knowledge on these

essential issues. We hope this event helps

you form a vast network with peers and

students with similar interests as yours. This

year we are making sure your ideas are taken

into account through workshops and a final

policy brief with the information collected.

Hence why spaces like the Edinburgh Latin

American Forum are so crucial. A

conversation must start, and ideas must be

heard to be developed. Our ultimate wish is

that, the knowledge and insights you gain

during this experience, leave with you and

plant a seed for the future.
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P R O G R A M M E
DAY  1  |  FR IDAY ,  3 1  JANUARY

REGISTRATION AND NETWORKING10:30 -  11:00
Speakers and attendees register at the information table. Networking
coffee reception with Argentinian pastries served by Zest Edinburgh.

WELCOME CEREMONY11:00 -  11:30
Opening remarks and introduction to all participants. Short statements
about the involvement of the University of Edinburgh in Latin America.

PANEL I: SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE 11:30 -  13:00

What should the
contribution from
the state, private
sector and
communities be
to sustainable
infrastructure?

MARIA JOAO ROLIM 
President, Energy Comission of the Brazilian Bar

LUIS FRANCISCO ALVAREZ
Director of Infrastructure, Central Bank of Colombia

JOSE MARIA SAEZ
Winner, Ibero-American Biennial of Architecture and Urbanism

CHRISTIAN MALAGA-CHUQUITAYPE
Lecturer, Structures at Imperial College London

LUNCH13:00 -  14:00
Lomo saltado, a traditional Peruvian dish, a stir-fry of steak and vegetables
with chips and fresh salad, served by El Paso. (V VG GF options available)

PANEL II: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INEQUALITY 14:00 -  15:30

What are the
deeper divisions
caused by
economic and
social inequalities
focusing on Latin
America?

DIEGO SÁNCHEZ-ANCOCHEA
Head, Department of International Development at University  of Oxford

PEDRO MENDES LOUREIRO
PhD Director, Centre for Latin American Studies at University of Cambridge

JULIA CALVERT
Lecturer, Political Economy of Latin America at University of Edinburgh

EDUARDO PINOS VÉLEZ
UNESCO Chair, Assistive Technology for Inclusive Education

COFFEE BREAK15:30 -  16:00
Speakers and attendees access to a networking coffee reception with
Argentinian pastries served by Zest Edinburgh.

WORKSHOPS16:00 -  17:00

CLOSING REMARKS17:00 -  17:30

Open table discussions between speakers and attendees regarding the
central issues and solutions raised during the panel discussions.
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REGISTRATION AND NETWORKING10:30 -  11:00
Speakers and attendees register at the information table. Networking
coffee reception with Argentinian pastries served by Zest Edinburgh.

WELCOME CEREMONY11:00 -  11:30
Introduction to all participants. Brief discussion about the relevance of
Panel III and IV for sustainable development.

PANEL III: MARINE POLLUTION 11:30 -  13:00

How can marine
conservation be
reconciled with
economic &
social
development?

INTY GRØNNEBERG
MIT Inventor of the Year in Latin America, 2018

MERIWETHER WILSON
Co-founder and Co-Director, Edinburgh Ocean Leaders Programme

INES YABAR
Founding member, Life out of Plastic (LOOP)

LUNCH13:00 -  14:00
Bandera Dominicana, the national lunchtime dish which consists of rice,
beans and chicken, served by El Paso. (V VG GF options available)

PANEL IV: DEFORESTATION14:00 -  15:30

COFFEE BREAK15:30 -  16:00
Speakers and attendees access to a networking coffee reception with
Argentinian pastries served by Zest Edinburgh.

WORKSHOPS16:00 -  17:30

CLOSING REMARKS17:30 -  18:00

Open table discussions between speakers and attendees regarding the
central issues and solutions raised during the panel discussions.

How can
deforestation be
reconciled with
economic &
social
development?

TATIANA ESPINOSA
Founder and CEO, NGO Arbio-Peru

KIRSTEEN SHIELDS
Lecturer, International Law and Food Security at University of Edinburgh

DIANA RODRIGUEZ
Specialist, Forest, agriculture and climate change at South Pole

WINE RECEPTION18:00 -  20:00

P R O G R A M M E
DAY  2   |  SATURDAY  1  FEBRUARY
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s u s t a i n a b l e
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e

WHAT  SHOULD  THE

CONTRIBUTION  FROM

THE  STATE ,  PRIVATE

SECTOR  AND

COMMUNIT IES  BE  TO

SUSTAINABLE

INFRASTRUCTURE ?

ELAF 2020 has chosen to address the issue of
Sustainable Infrastructure,  given the
overwhelming need to develop the region with
l imited envi ronmental  damage. This  is  the
designing,  bui ld ing,  and operat ing of the
structural  e lements that support  the day-to-day
funct ion,  and inf luences the di rect ion of human
society with due considerat ion to economic,
social  and envi ronmental  impl icat ions.    The
focus is  on developing whi le maintain ing social
equity ,  d ivers i ty ,  and the funct ional i ty  of  natural
systems.  This  panel  aims to explain and discuss
the role we al l  have,  publ ic and pr ivate,  in
enhancing th is  mechanism in the region.



MARIA JOAO ROLIM
President, Energy Commission of the Brazilian Bar

Maria João Rolim  is  a lawyer, economist and  expert on electricity
regulation and energy law, specifically focused on renewable energy.
She has a PhD from the Dundee University Centre for Energy, Petroleum,
and Mineral Law and Policy (CEPMLP) and she is President of the Energy
Commission of the Brazilian Bar, as well as an active participant of
the  UNFCCC's COP (Conference of Parties) holding the status of an
independent observer. Dr Rolim will bring a knowledge of Latin
American energy markets and regulatory practices to ELAF. 
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S P E A K E R S
SUSTA INABLE  I N FRASTRUCTURE

m.j.rolim@rolimvlc.com

LUIS FRANCISCO ALVAREZ
Director of Infrastructure, Central Bank of Colombia

Luis Francisco Álvarez is an Architect, whose professional experience in
the practice of Architecture has been developed in the fields of design,
planning, construction and general project management. He is currently
Director of Infrastructure of the Banco de la República (Central Bank of
Colombia) where he leads an important team of professionals from
different disciplines in charge of the architectural and engineering
projects and works required for this institution to develop its central
banking activities and cultural management, whose activity has
consolidated it as one of the most important cultural promoters of its
country.  In this process, he has been leading projects designed and
built under the philosophy of sustainable architecture, whose principles
are applied in each case in particular according to the climatic,
geographical, landscape and cultural conditions of the different regions
of his country, Colombia, where these have had important impacts on
the quality of life of the populations and on the generation of a culture
of environmental protection, in addition to their consolidation as
benchmarks of good practices in environmental matters.

lalvarco@banrep.gov.co



JOSE MARIA SAEZ
Winner, Ibero-American Biennial of Architecture and
Urbanism, Lisbon 2008

Jose Maria Saez is an Architect, born in Ávila, Spain, graduated from the
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Specialist in Environment and
Bioclimatic Architecture and in Rehabilitation of facilities. He lives in
Quito, Ecuador since 1994. Winner of the Prize for the Best Young Work
of the Ibero-American Biennial of Architecture and Urbanism of Lisbon
2008 for 'Casa Pentimento', which also received the National
Architectural Design Award at the XV Pan American Biennial of
Architecture of Quito 2006.    Founding professor at the Faculty of
Architecture, Design and Arts of the Universidad Católica de Quito.
Guest professor at several universities in Ecuador, Argentina, Peru, Spain
and the United States. Designer and consultant on issues related to the
preservation of historic centres.
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S P E A K E R S
SUSTA INABLE  I N FRASTRUCTURE

2josemoni@gmail.com

CHRISTIAN MALAGA-CHUQUITAYPE
Lecturer, Structures at Imperial College London

Dr. Christian Malaga-Chuquitaype leads the Emerging Structural
Technologies Research Group at Imperial College London and is a
Senior Lecturer of Structures. He is an accomplished structural dynamics
researcher, having done work in the areas of earthquake engineering,
structural timber engineering, applied dynamics, and the development
and implementation of passive and semi-active damping systems.
Throughout his career he has also been involved in infrastructure
projects in Latin America, equipping him with expert technical
experience and knowledge which will be brought to ELAF discussions.

c.malaga@imperial.ac.uk
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s o c i a l  a n d  e c o n o m i c
i n e q u a l i t y

WHAT  ARE  THE

DEEPER  DIV IS IONS

CAUSED  BY

ECONOMIC  AND

SOCIAL  INEQUALIT IES

FOCUSING  ON  LAT IN

AMERICA ?

The issue of socio-economic inequal i ty  is  crucial
for  the region.  I t  has overarching consequences
in society as a whole.  Lat in America is  famous
for  i ts  h igh inequal i ty  levels .  Different factors
wi l l  be addressed dur ing th is  panel  to
understand the deep div is ions caused by th is
issue.  Understanding the core factors we can
come up with innovat ive improvements for  the
region.  This  panel  aims to f ind through case
comparisons or  even crazy proposit ions ,
improvements to reduce th is  inequal i ty  gap
present throughout the region.  Development is  in
the best  interest  of  al l .



DIEGO SANCHEZ-ANCOCHEA
Head, Department of International Development at
University  of Oxford

Diego Sánchez-Ancochea was born in Spain but has been living away
for more than twenty years. As an undergraduate, Dr. Sánchez-
Ancochea found in economics a useful tool to understand how the world
is organized and how it can be productively changed. Realizing that
economics should be the “science of poverty”, he decided to specialize
in development and political economy. After moving to the UK in 2003,
he started working with Dr. Juliana Martínez Franzoni on several projects
about redistributive social policies. Their work shows the central role of
universal social policies in the promotion of equity and suggests new
ways to implement them across the developing world. As an academic
and policy adviser, promoting more equitable societies has been his
main interest. He has just finished a book exploring what Latin America
teaches about inequality to the rest of the world, as well as continuing
his research on social policy. In October 2019, he also begun a three-
year stint as head of the Oxford Department of International
Development at the University of Oxford.
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S P E A K E R S
SOC IAL  AND  ECONOM IC  I NEQUAL I TY

ancochea@qeh.ox.ac.uk

JULIA CALVERT
Lecturer, Political Economy of Latin America at
University of Edinburgh

Julia Calvert is a Lecturer in Political Economy and the  Director of
Postgraduate Studies in Politics and International Relations at the
University of Edinburgh. Her research examines the  impact of
international investment law and investment contracts on policy space in
Latin American countries. Her work seeks to better understand the
conditions under which international investment agreements and
investment contracts constrain the ability of state agencies to introduce
new regulations that promote equality and sustainable development.

julia.calvert@ed.ac.uk
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S P E A K E R S
SOC IAL  AND  ECONOM IC  I NEQUAL I TY

EDUARDO PINOS VELEZ

UNESCO Chair, Assistive Technology for Inclusive
Education

Eduardo Pinos Vélez is interested on the impact of technical aids for

people with disabilities as well as for those who are in a situation of

poverty and vulnerability through supporting technologies for

educational inclusion. His research focuses particularly on Biomedical

and Mechatronic engineering to enhance the education experience for

disabled children.By developing innovative technologies on the Artificial

Intelligence and Assistive Technologies Research Group (GI-IATA), Dr

Pinos seeks to minimise inequality in the distribution of wealth and

injustice in Ecuador as this allows Ecuadorian children with disabilities

to access educational systems. He is currently the Programme Director

of Electronic Engineering and UNESCO Chair on Assistive Technology

for Inclusive Education at the Universidad Politécnica Salesiana in

Cuenca, Ecuador.

epinos@ups.edu.ec

PEDRO MENDES LOUREIRO

PhD Director, Centre for Latin American Studies at
University of Cambridge

Pedro Mendes Loureiro is a lecturer at the Centre of Latin American

Studies and the Department of Politics and International Studies (CLAS-

POLIS), University of Cambridge. Primarily a political economist, at the

heart of his work is a commitment to interdisciplinarity and pluralism,

with interest ranging wide across the social sciences. His research

encompasses different aspects of the political economy of Latin

America, focusing on inequality, economic structural change, and

development strategies. His recent work focused on how the strategies

of the ‘Pink Tide’ governments – the left-of-centre parties that were in

power in Latin America roughly during the 2000s – were capable or not

of upgrading the structures of their economies, reducing

multidimensional inequality, and launching an inclusive, sustainable

process of development.

pml47@cam.ac.uk
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M A R I N E  

P O L L U T I O N

HOW  CAN  MARINE

CONSERVATION  BE

RECONCILED  WITH

ECONOMIC  AND

SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT ?

Waste not only  f rom corporat ions but also f rom

indiv iduals  wi l l  a lways f ind their  way to the

ocean. I t  i s  affect ing the del icate balance of

the complex marine ecosystems.  Even though i t

is  a wor ld issue,  Lat in America is  not only  part  of

the problem but has presented v i tal  solut ions.

New pol ic ies and technologies are being

developed to l imit  the damage and improve the

si tuat ion.  Mar ine pol lut ion is  not an issue of one

region or  one culpr i t ,  hence the necess i ty  of

coming together to f ind solut ions.
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S P E A K E R S
MAR INE  POLLUT ION

MERIWETHER WILSON

Co-founder and Co-Director, Edinburgh Ocean Leaders
Programme

Meriwether Wilson is co-founder and co-Director of the Edinburgh

Ocean LeadersProgramme. She is also a member of the IUCN World

Commission on Protected Areas, a Co-Lead on an EU Consortium Grant

– Operationalizing Ecosystem Services and is aContributing Author on

European coastal and marine ecosystems for the IPCC FifthAssessment

Report. She is a Lecturer in Marine Science and Policy at the University

of Edinburgh focusing on thescience-policy-society intersections of

transboundary marine ecosystems and services, inparticular international

waters. Her current research explores emerging challenges incoastal-

marine governance and marine ecology regarding infrastructure

establishments innearshore and offshore marine areas. This research

builds upon two decades of experiencewith international organizations

(World Bank, UNESCO, UNDP, IUCN, NOAA) on establishingmarine

protected areas globally across diverse ecological scales, cultures and

economies.

meriwether.Wilson@ed.ac.uk

INTY GRØNNEBERG

MIT Inventor of the Year in Latin America, 2018

Inty Grønneberg is founder and CEO of Ichthion Limited, an

entrepreneurship which develops turbines capable of extracting plastics

from bodies of water, thus preventing them to end up in the oceans. This

earned him the recognition as Latin America’s inventor of the year 2018

by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Technology Review, and

the same year, he was honoured with one of the highest distinctions

granted by the Government of Ecuador.  Dr. Grønneberg notes that a

lack of infrastructure in developing economies is a particular issue as

“these economies don’t yet have good recycling systems or good waste

management systems.” He adds that “it will take many years to close this

gap, which is why we decided to develop technology to stop the flow of

plastic.” He continuously shares his ideas in TED talks, the recent COP25

and as an Ambassador for the environment and bioeconomy,

Ecuadorian Ministry of Environment.

i.gronneberg@ichthion.com



ines.yabar@gmail.com

INES YABAR

Founding member, Life out of Plastic (LOOP)

IInés Yábar, a Peruvian sustainability activist, started getting involved in

solutions for plastic pollution at a very young age, believing she had to

be an administrator to this planet earth. Before she finished school, she

was already working with L.O.O.P. as a volunteer: doing beach clean-

ups, delivering speeches and raising awareness. Although a lot has been

done between then and now, Inés knows there is more to do. Plastic can

be subtle and hard to stop once it gets into the ocean. This is why Inés is

most interested in working on getting the word out, sharing solutions

and stopping the problem at its source. People of all ages are raising

their voices today and this should bring about change.    As a young

sustainability journalist Inés tried just that: to make people’s voices

heard so that others were encouraged to act. More recently,  Inés was

part of the Peruvian delegation to the COP25 in Madrid. This was an

opportunity to understand the complexities of decision making and be

better informed for further field work. During all this time, she believes

"It's not because we cannot do everything that we should do nothing.

We should always do something, anything".

14

S P E A K E R S
MAR INE  POLLUT ION
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D E F O R E S T A T I O N

HOW  CAN

DEFORESTAT ION  BE

RECONCILED  WITH

ECONOMIC  AND

SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT ?

Deforestat ion has been a common consequence

of Lat in American Economic Development.  This

process has affected every country  in  the region

and has consequences throughout the wor ld.  This

panel  aims to explain not only  the reason th is

must cease to happen but also how reforestat ion

can aid economic and social  development.  A

solut ion for  deforestat ion wi l l  need to take into

account the balance between economic

development and envi ronmental  sustainabi l i ty .

Even better ,  hopeful ly ,  economic act iv i t ies that

enable economic growth and reforestat ion ought

to be devised to start  solv ing the issue tru ly .
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S P E A K E R S
DEFORESTAT ION

KIRSTEEN SHIELDS

Lecturer, International Law and Food Security at
University of Edinburgh

Dr Shields is a human rights law expert with a PhD in international law

and governance. She is a lecturer in international law and food security

at  The University of Edinburgh, at the  Global Academy of Agriculture

and Food Security. She was the recipient of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh / Fulbright award for research on food and land reform

at  UC Berkeley, 2017/18.  She has  published on international human

rights law, corporate compliance, European human rights law, UK

constitutional law  in the contexts of land reform, labour rights and

‘ethical trade’ systems. She has led and authored research for the World

Bank, the  Scottish Land Commission, the Scottish Parliament, and

others. She has extensive experience of teaching on human rights law at

European, international and UK levels at postgraduate and

undergraduate law.

kirsteen.shields@ed.ac.uk

TATIANA ESPINOSA 

Founder and CEO, NGO Arbio-Peru

Tatiana Espinosa  decided to look for  new sustainable alternatives to

coexist and grow in harmony with nature. So, in 2010 she founded Arbio

Peru, a non-profit organization led by women that protects nearly 1000

hectares of the Amazon rainforest at Madre de Dios, Peru and aims to

implement forest conservation actions involving civil society and the

private sector. Tatiana is a Forestry Engineer with a master’s degree in

Tropical Forest Management and Conservation  at CATIE (Costa Rica)

with 15 years of experience Amazon forests management, as well as

adaptation to climate change in Peru and Mesoamerica. Through her

initiative, it has been possible to protect, research and implement novel

restauration techniques to native wildlife, including several 500-year-old

trees in danger of illegal logging. Her efforts granted her the The Dr

Jane Goodall Hope and Inspiration Ranger Award.  

tatiana@arbioperu.org



rodriguezp.diana@gmail.com

DIANA RODRIGUEZ

Specialist, Forest, agriculture and climate change at
South Pole

Diana Rodriguez Paredes  is a biologist from Los Andes University in

Bogota, Colombia, and holds a  joint master degree in tropical forestry

and management from Dresden Technical University in Germany and in

agricultural development from Copenhagen University in Denmark. She

has research experience in ecology and regeneration of native forests in

Colombia and Ecuador. She has worked in ecological restoration while

at an NGO in Colombia; forest and climate change while at the FAO in

Rome, and the World Bank in Washington DC,  sustainable forest

management at the World Bank  and in land use for South Pole.    For

three years working at the World Bank, she supported the Rural

Development and Agriculture Unit and the Natural Resources and

Environment Unit in the design, implementation and supervision

of  projects in sustainable forest management and forest conservation

with local communities in Latin America. While at the World Bank, she

also supported the design of REDD+ projects participating in the Forest

Carbon Partnership Facility in Argentina, Chile, Colombia and El

Salvador.  In March 2015, she joined South Pole as a forest, agriculture

and climate change specialist supporting the Sustainable Supply Chain

group and the Climate Policy and Climate Pricing group  managing

projects related to forestry, agriculture and land-use change  involving

both private and public stakeholders.
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S P E A K E R S
DEFORESTAT ION
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After  the panels  have been presented by

the experts ,  we inv i te al l  attendees to

part ic ipate in the Design Think ing

interact ive workshop we have organized to

f ind solut ions for  the interre lated

problems ident i f ied in these panels .

 

This  is  designed to be a safe space where

the speaker ,  the attendee,  and the experts

have a chance to deepen solut ions,  ideas

and projects to f ind plausible

improvements for  society.  From these

discuss ions and the panels ,  the Committee

wi l l  publ ish a pol icy br ief  with al l  your

proposals  so that the event produces a

t iny grain of  sand for  a more sustainable

region and wor ld.

Empathy:  Placing ourselves in the shoes

of the agent you wish to contr ibute to 

Ideation,  innovation,  problem-solving:

generate ideas and solut ions to the

ident i f ied issues

Prototype:  creat ing mock-ups of

poss ible solut ions to the problem

Design Think ing is  an act iv i ty-based

workshop focusing on col laborat ion and

problem-solv ing.  In  these workshops,  we

wi l l  focus on:

 

 

We wi l l  guide you through every step of

the process so do not fear i f  you have

never part ic ipated in a s imi lar  method

before.

G o a l s  a n d

O b j e c t i v e s

Individuals:  What can an indiv idual  do in their

dai ly  l i fe and how can they do i t  to solve these

issues.

Communities:  What solut ions can be used at a

wider scope in communit ies such as local

dist r icts ,  c i t ies ,  univers i t ies ,  etc to solve the

problem.

International:  What pol icy or  global  reach

perspect ive could work for  reducing the issue

We aim to use th is  space to spark innovat ion and

get cross-funct ional  teams work ing together to

create plausible solut ions towards a common

problem. The three agent levels  we want to

understand are:

 

1 .

2.

3.

 

The chal lenge we want you to address is  How might

we solve at an individual ,  community and

international level  the main issues r isen during

today’s panels?

W O R K S H O P S
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C O M M I T T E E  M E M B E R S
OUR  ORGAN IS ING  COMMITTEE  I S  ENT IRELY  MADE  UP  OF
STUDENTS  FROM  THE  UN IVERS I TY  OF  ED INBURGH .

PRESIDENT
FRANCISCO  ALVAREZ

VICE PRESIDENT
MIMY  RAMIREZ

HEAD OF FINANCES
PAULA  BERNAL  

TREASURER
JUL IA  ROLIM  

HEAD OF LOGISTICS
ALI  AL  HAMADANI

IT DIRECTOR
DANIEL  GRANJA  C .  

MARKETING DIRECTOR
ROSANA  BEMBOM

E. OPERATIONS MANAGER
IÑAKI  GOÑI
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O U R  C O M M I T M E N T  T O

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
As a student- led committee,

deeply invested in sustainabi l i ty ,

we are aware that an event l ike

ELAF wi l l  produce waste.  For  that

reason,  we have str ived to be

conscious of th is  waste and

choose the most sustainable

opt ions at  our  disposit ion.  We

have tr ied to marry sustainabi l i ty

with profess ional ism. This  is  how

we have attempted to "walk the

talk" .  We looked at sustainable

alternat ives in market ing,

cater ing,    waste disposal  and

logist ics.  

 

Our market ing team used the least

amount of  paper poss ible.  We

pr inted only  one hundred pieces

of advert isement mater ia l ,

including f lyers ,  posters  and

brochures.  This  is  a marked

improvement f rom last  edit ions

where the number of paper pieces

used for  advert isement was in the

several  hundred. 

 

We chose to re ly  on digital

advert is ing and an act ive social

media campaign to promote the

event.  This  included constant

updates of our  webpage and the

use of QR codes to reach more

people with fewer pr inted

mater ia l .  We have chosen to

distr ibute the brochure with

careful ly  curated information in a

pdf format sui table for

smartphones,   to l imit  the usage

of paper and ink.

 

 

We have chosen to remain c lose to

the Lat in American roots regarding

food,  but we have provided

options for  al l .  We have chosen to

ask each attendee to conf i rm their

preference to reduce food waste

at the end of the forum by ask ing

for a specif ic amount of  food. We

are us ing compostable cut lery and

plates f rom an Edinburgh based

company.  In  addit ion to th is ,  we

wi l l  use fast-decomposing plast ic

bags to dispose of al l  the t rash,

and i t  wi l l  be recycled

appropr iately .  

 

To reduce the waste for  logist ics ,

we have chosen f i rst  of  al l  not to

provide phys ical  lunch t ickets but

use colour  coded stamps to keep

record attendees.  For  the

organizers and speakers ,  we have

opted to buy compostable

bamboo-f ibre lanyards.  We have

provided the people who have

supported us throughout th is

journey with unique cards that wi l l

be able to be planted later  and

grow as a memory of th is

exper ience.  Furthermore,  we have

opted to offset ,  wherever poss ible,

speakers f l ights '  carbon emiss ions.

 

With al l  th is ,  we wanted you to

know our commitment to

sustainabi l i ty .  We want to be an

example of how we can al l  have

an impact with the choices we

make. Much needs to be done but

much can be done.
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The Edinburgh Lat in American Forum 2020 would l ike to express a special  thank you

to  The Univers i ty  of  Edinburgh  for  again providing support  to our  Forum. I t  i s  with the

support  and funding of the Centre for  Contemporary Lat in American Studies ,  the

Univers i ty  of  Edinburgh Business School ,  and the Inst i tute For Academic Development  that

we are able to br ing so many amazing speakers to Scot land.  We would also l ike to thank

the Global  Chal lenges Research Fund - SFC and,  Rol im,  Viott i  e Leite Campos Advogados

for  providing funding to ELAF 2020. L ikewise,  we would l ike to thank the  Edinburgh

Univers i ty  Students '  Associat ion  and  Unt i t led South  for  thei r  support  throughout the

process.  

 

I t  i s  through the generous support  f rom our sponsors and supporters  that we are able to

provide reduced t icket pr ices and create a platform where we can explore and debate

sustainable approaches to move Lat in America and the wor ld forward.
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